
Advanced Fraud & Forgery Prevention
Fortress Check Paper

PAPER TYPE

Security Plus

Fortress

SECURITY LEVEL

Mid-Level

High-Level

14 Features

20 Features

FEATURES

Security Base-Level 8 Features

Check Paper Security Scale

Printed security background enhances pantograph feature 
and provides authentication.

3. Complex Relief Printing

Copies or scans reveal the word VOID in microprint code.
2. NaNOcopyTM

Intricate details are blurred and white space appears  
when copied or scanned providing evidence of fraud.

4. High Resolution Full Bleed Border

Fibers glow when viewed under UV light  
providing easy verification.

5. Three-Color Prismatic Background

Discoloration will appear if solvent chemical 
alteration is attempted.

7. Chemical Protection

6. TouchSafe
Effective validation feature, by warming the  
emblem the word “valid” appears.

Blue bar fades when warmed for validation,  
erasure sensitivity reveals alteration attempts.

9. ThermoSafeTM Protection Bar

Hidden microstructures survive low resolution  
scanning for authentication.

8. Check 21 Friendly

Visible Features

Embedded Features

1. Warning Band
Reminder to review security features for check verification.
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Check Position Options: Top, Middle, Bottom

The product image shown is for illustration purposes only  
and may not be an exact representation of the product.



Let’s discuss which check paper is right for you.
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Three-dimensional relief image, watermark and  
microprint protect against alteration & replication.

12. Anti-Alteration Box

MicroPrint characters appear as a line to the naked eye 
but become visible when viewed under magnification; the 
characters are no longer legible when the document is 
scanned or copied.

13. Secure Endorsement Area

Custom scan settings reveal the word “VALID”  
for authentication.

11. SCANcheckTM

Visible Features

10. Warning Box
Outline security features and examination  
methods for easy authentication.

Provides precise inventory control, helps prevent  
theft and assists with enforceable authentication.

14. Document Control Number

15. True Fourdrinier Watermark
Embedded images provide an effective  
method of authentication.

Paper has no brighteners so UV features  
fluoresce for optimum visibility. 

17. UV Dull Paper

Randomly placed fibers are difficult to replicate.
18. Red and Blue Fibers

Fibers glow when viewed under UV light  
providing additional verification.

16. Fluorescent Fibers Paper texture promotes optimal adhesion to deter 
check fraud by lifting toner.

19. Toner Adhesion

Meets or exceeds all ANSI standards &  
specifications for character recognition.

20. MICR / OCR Compliant

Embedded Features
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The product image shown is for illustration purposes only  
and may not be an exact representation of the product.
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